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Abstract— Peer 2 peer system act as both clients as well as server. This system exposes them to malicious activity. Without 

central server this system can share their files between them easily. To decrease the attacks of malicious peer the system builds 

trust between each other. A good peer always gives fair recommendations after uploading authentic files. Both service as well 

as recommendation attacked performed by malicious peer. Both service based attack as well as recommendation based attack 

are detect by Self Organizing Trust Model (SORT). To learn trust information of other peer, Peer send query to other peer that 

interacted in past. Any peer wants to download or upload file from another peer. So peer get recommendation from other node, 

Peer decides that the node is good or malicious based on recommendation. Peer does not interact with node if it is found 

malicious but also separate the malicious node from the network. If node found good peer then both can interact with each 

other. A separate history of interactions for each acquaintance is stored by peer. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Peer-to-peer systems rely in work together to achieve a task. 

A peer-to-peer system exposes them to malicious activity due 

to the open nature. Mitigate attack of malicious peer due to a 

trust relationships between peers. This paper presents 

distributed algorithms so peer can make trust on other peers 

based on past interaction and recommendations. Local 

information helps peers to create their own trust network in 

their proximity and peer don’t try to learn global trust 

information. Trustworthiness not only in providing services 

but also giving recommendations are measured by two 

contexts of trust, service, and recommendation contexts. 

 

Interactions and recommendations between peers are 

evaluated based on importance, recentness, and their 

satisfaction parameters[2].A file sharing  application show 

that the proposed model can reduce attacks on 16 different 

malicious behavior models due to this peer were able to form 

trust relationship in their proximity and isolate malicious 

peer. Malicious activity is a threat for security of P2P 

systems. Peers can provide both a more secure environment 

and creating long-term trust relationships among peers by 

reducing risk and uncertainty in future P2P interactions. In 

malicious environment, establishing trust in an unknown 

entity is difficult. Need of metrics to represent trust in 

computational models because trust is a social concept and 

hard to measure with numerical values. In most cases, 

Classifying peers as trustworthy or untrustworthy is not 

sufficient. Peers can be ranked according to trustworthiness 

if metrics should have precision. Interactions with a peer 

provide certain information and feedbacks might contain 

deceptive information to measure trust among peers.  
 

A central server is a preferred way to store and manage trust 

information in the presence of an authority. Management of 

trust information is reliant for the structure of P2P network. 

Managing trust is a problem of particular importance in peer-

to-peer environments where one frequently encounters 

unknown agents [2].The central server securely stores trust 

information and defines trust metrics. Peer store and mange 

trust information about each other because there is no central 

server in most P2P, Existing methods for trust management 

that are based on reputation focus on the semantic properties 

of the trust model, In this paper an approach that addresses 

the problem of reputation-based trust management at both the 

data management and the semantic level [3],[4]. Trust 

information management is depend to the structure of P2P 

network. In peer to peer environment when one frequently 

meet unknown agents there is a problem to managing trust. 

Rely on a central databases or require maintaining global 

knowledge they don’t scale at each agent to provide data on 

earlier interactions. By computing an agents reputation from 

its former interactions with other agents, We employ at both 

levels not only scalable data structures but also algorithms 

that require both no central control as well as allow assessing 
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trust. Managing trust relationships in p2p systems have no 

well defined methods. The Distributed hash table based 

approaches are suited for structured p2p networks only. P2p 

nature collapse due to some of the existing methods 

introduce central authority in p2p networks. Complex and 

very large data structures that represent a kind of global 

knowledge about the whole network must keep by every 

agent. 

 

Based on past interactions and recommendations, distributed 

algorithms enable a peer to reason about trustworthiness of 

other peers. Peers create their own trust network by using 

local information and do not try to learn global trust 

information. Establishing trust relations among peers, Self-

Organizing Trust model (SORT) that aims to decrease 

malicious activity in a P2P system. In SORT, in beginning 

each peer are stranger to another peer and become 

acquaintance after providing a service e.g upload a file. Peer 

chooses a trust strangers when it has no acquaintance. If 

stranger are equally trustworthy, an acquaintance is always 

preferred them. Using peer’s service is an interactions as 

abased on weight, recentness of the interaction and 

satisfaction of the requester. Peer get feedback from an 

acquaintance .Recommendation which based on 

recommender’s trust worthiness. Recommender’s own 

experience about peer not only the information collected 

from the recommender’s acquaintances but also 

recommender’s level of confidence in the recommendation. 

If less trustworthiness of the recommender because of low 

value in evaluation this all are depend on the low level of 

confidence. Three trust mertices are defined by SORT. 

Recommendations calculate reputation metric while deciding 

about strangers and new acquaintances. Reputation decreases 

its importance as experience with an acquaintance increases. 

Both are primary metrics   Service trust and recommendation 

trust to measure trustworthiness in the service and 

recommendation contexts, respectively. 

While selecting service provider service trust is used and at 

the time of requesting recommendations recommendation 

trust metric is important. To calculate the reputation metric, 

recommendations are based on the recommendation trust 

metric. 

 

The organization of the paper is as follows, Section I 

contains the survey on peer to peer system using self 

organizing trust model, Section II contain the related works 

on p2p system,Section III contain the methodology of p2p 

using SORT model,Section IV contain the conclusion & the 

future work to improve the performance in p2p system. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

 Sinju and Felsy et al. [5] proposed that downloading a file is 

an interaction. Uploader means a file sharing by peer. Abdul-

rahman and Hailes [6] evaluate not only trust in a discrete 

domain as an aggregation of direct experience but also 

recommendations of other parties. Test to measure 

recommendation accuracy they define semantic distance. Yu 

and Singh’s model propagates the trust information through 

referral chains. Referrals are the primary method of 

developing trust in the others. Mui et al. [7] propose a 

statistical model based on trust, reputation, and reciprocity 

concepts. Reputation is propagated during multiple referral 

chains. Jøsang et al. [8] discuss that referrals based on 

indirect trust relations may cause incorrect trust derivation. 

Thus, trust topologies should be carefully evaluated before 

propagating trust information. Terzi et al.  [9] introduce an 

algorithm to classify users and assign them roles based on 

trust relationships. Building trust relationships and uncertain 

evidences are evaluated with second-order probability as 

well as Dempster - Shaferian framework. 

 

In e-commerce platforms like eBay, Amazon, depends on 

building trust method widely used by reputation systems. 

New customers used previous customer feedback 

information for shopping which is collected by central 

authority. Despotovic and Aberer [10] point out that trust-

aware exchanges can increase economic activity since some 

exchanges may not happen without trust. Yu et al. [11] and 

Tran et al. [12] propose techniques based on the observation 

that there are rarely trust relationship with real users 

otherwise fake entities generally have many trust 

relationships among each other. There are extra challenges 

occurs by compare e-commerce platforms with P2P Trust 

models systems. P2p trust model have no central authority so 

malicious peers have more opportunities to attack. Hoffman 

et al. [13] discuss five common attacks in P2P trust models: 

self-promoting, white-washing, slandering, orchestrated, and 

denial of service attacks. They point out that defense 

techniques in trust models are dependent to P2P system 

architecture.  Decentralized and efficient access to trust 

information provided by a DHT structure. 

                 In Aberer and Despotovic’s trust model [3], peers 

report their complaints by using P-Grid [14]. There are 

complaint about peer if it does not assumed as trustworthy. 

Eigentrust and Peer trust evaluate a recommendation based 

on trustworthiness of the recommender.  Recoomender’s 

trustworthiness helps to Eigentrust and Peer trust to evaluate 

a recommendation. SORT instead of considering information 

from all acquaintances, having trust holder’s feedback like 

authentic and public opinion.To make decisions peers 

develop their own trust networks is better than considering 

global trust information, local trust information. If there are 

enough neighbors then A reputation query is sent to them 

otherwise the query is flooded to network. Some neighbors 

have a query  which is send randomly to them,so others  

Reputation query traffic is reduces by comparing with 

flooding approach and   gossiping. In SORT, Peers send 

reputation queries to each other if only if they have interacted 

in past otherwise no quries send to peers, it helps decrease 

network traffic. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

Peer Creation 
In SORT, peer are strangers to each other at the beginning, 

after providing a service peers becomes an acquaintance to 

each other. Trust stranger chosen by peer if that peer have no 

acquaintances. To understand SORT, then it is necessary to 

implement  a peer to peer file sharing simulation. 

 
  Fig 1.operations when receiving a recommendation & 

having an interaction. 

 

Upload Process 

Any peer upload a file and it is update to all other peer. File 

contain name, up-loader name with IP address stored 

continuously. So if any peer need that can download at any 

time it easily. 

 
Fig 2.block diagram for trust creation. 

 

Interaction Process 

 Peer cannot directly download any file before download a 

file that peer must request for that file to the up-loader with 

full details e.g. file name etc. The up-loader receive request 

and then starts the process. If the up-loader sends the file, 

then the file can downloaded only by the requested peer. No 

peer can download the file without up-loader permission. 

 

Recommendation Model 

The recommendation to other peers is depend on the service 

or up-loader. A peer may act good service provider but may 

be a bad recommender or vice versa. SORT uses different 

tasks such as service and recommendation, past interactions 

and recommendation’s history information stored histories to 

assess competence and integrity of acquaintances. 

Information collected from the recommender’s 

acquaintances, and the recommender’s level of confidence in 

the recommendation. The following algorithm helps in 

SORT. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

In this paper a peer can develop a trust network in its 

nearness due to presence of trust model for peer to peer. 

Relation with good peers separate malicious peer around 

itself. To measure capability of peers not only in providing 

services but also in giving recommendations two contexts of 

trust, service and recommendation are defined. This 

implemented work delivers better security for peer to peer 

system. Interactions and recommendations are measured with 

satisfaction, time and bandwidth. This method satisfies on 

earlier methods. In future trust can enhance security and 

effectiveness of systems but does not solve all security 

problems. SORT can be modified to various P2P systems, If 

interactions are demonstrated correctly. 

 

In this paper, SORT useful to reduce malicious peer attacks 

but may not be more effective in hypocritical cases. 

GenTrust may be more effective to reduce malicious attacks 

in hypocritical cases. 
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